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PARALLEL

1-04-17
L) keep the Parallels straight; stay close to Me; Parallel My acts; pay very close attention;
lag not
3-02-17
L) your calm, significant; parallel My acts; parallel on both horizontal and perpendicular
planes; yes, yes, this is so; I am sure and straight; be likewise;
I have said;
3-30-17
L) Parallel My truths; line them up; truth after truth after truth; Basics first for the babes;
seek My guidance;
4-29-17
L) Period; Be thankful for this Period in Our existence; watch My plans come forth; stand
with Me, stay with Me; crucial; Be in close, close parallel with Me
7-11-17
HP) Critical; critical situations; be aware; look to Me for instructions; My Chosen, stay on
high alert; guards strategically placed; closer, closer parallel with Me; stray not; lag not;
come, My Chosen, closer and closer to Me;
11-12-17
L) parallel; you know to parallel Me; draw even closer the lines of parallel; hesitate not;
11-21-17
HP) parallel; aid the babes that they too parallel Me; (Yes, Father) lead them to Me; be

not remiss in this, My Children; allow them to see your faith; see it at work; hide not
from them
12-19-17
HH) Parallel; remember to think in Parallel with Me;

be totally aware of the enemy's
efforts to fake parallels; aware, aware, aware, My Child; DDDR; _ get your
commitment
in true parallel with Mine; warn the Bride that this must be; \_\ (This is the shape
[as close as I can make it] of the parallel that was not in true parallel with the Lord's.)

12-20-17
L) Keep pushing, Keep pushing, Keep pushing; imperative, Child; copious is My love for
you; copious are My blessings upon you; copious is the wealth I have for you; receive of it

all, My Child, receive;
HP) parallel, parallel, parallel; forget not to parallel yourselves with Me; perfect parallels in
all matters, all things

